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a b s t r a c t 

Despite the rapid growth of clinical trials for cellular therapy worldwide, their clinical success is still afflicted with 

formidable challenges demanding conceptual and technological overhaul. Pharmacology, which is conventionally 

divided into pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD) in drug discovery have emerged as a prominent 

research direction to elucidate the cell fate and ensure the efficacy and safety of the therapeutic cells. Herein, we 

concisely present the dilemmas of cellular therapies, the concept of cell pharmacology, and the advances in cell 

engineering that leverage the cell formulation technologies to modulate cellular PK/PD for development of more 

cogent and versatile cell-based therapies. 
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urdles confronted by cellular therapeutics 

Cellular therapies, which involve a diverse cell types and therapeutic

ndications, have emerged as alternative modalities to tackle a plethora

f refractory diseases, including neurological disorder, graft-versus-host

isease, diabetes and cancer. Nevertheless, only limited cellular and

ene therapy products have heretofore been approved by FDA. Albeit

he therapeutic success substantiated by in vitro and animal studies, the

iving cellular therapeutics have been less-effective or safe in humans.

hese suboptimal clinical outcomes are immensely associated with the

ncompatible pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD) of the

herapeutic cells, which have been conventionally applied in drug devel-

pment to delineate the fate of drugs and their therapeutic effects in vivo ,

espectively ( Fig. 1 A). Primarily, therapeutic cells derived from diverse

ources and methods show varied gene and protein expression, causing

nconsistent cellular interactions (PK) and therapeutic outcomes (PD).

esides, the administration methods primarily used in animal studies

ill cause impoverished cell survival and inferior therapeutic potency

n vivo . During local administration, only 5% of free cells persist at the

njection site within hours of post-transplantation and most cells lost

heir viability due to immune-mediated damage and the odds of hostil-

ty within pathological microenvironment [1] . During intravenous de-

ivery, most cells are immediately trapped in the lung capillaries and

hagocytosed by monocytes/macrophages within 24 h, denoting that

he PK of therapeutic cells does not comply with the criteria of PD as

ells are eliminated before exerting their therapeutic functions [1] . Un-

ortunately, increasing cell dose is disproportionately associated with

he therapeutic benefits due to the lung barriers, exemplifying an un-

et need for enhanced cell homing. Besides, elevated concentration of

rocoagulants-like tissue factors expressed by non-hematopoietic cells
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riggers the instant blood-mediated inflammatory reaction, along with

he activation of coagulation and immune cascades, thereby increases

he immune clearance of cells [1] . 

harmacology of cellular therapeutics 

The concept of pharmacology has been widely used in traditional

rug development to elucidate the drug efficacy and safety under diverse

ormulation and dosing regimens. Cell pharmacology can be adapted

rom conventional principles of molecular pharmaceuticals to quantita-

ively comprehend the biodistribution and rate-limiting constraints of

dministered cells in vivo ( Fig. 1 B). Pharmacology is divided into two

road divisions, namely PK and PD. Briefly, conventional PK delineates

he time course of drug absorption, distribution, metabolism and excre-

ion (ADME) in terms of drugs concentration, which are translated into

he cell viability, homing/retention, cell-cell interaction and clearance

n cellular therapies respectively. Conversely, classical PD describes the

elationship between PK of a particular drug and the corresponding drug

esponses in terms of biochemical interaction, which is ideally translated

o the measurable biomarkers representing the therapeutic effects of cel-

ular therapies according to their mechanisms of actions. Indisputably,

he bioactive substances to be incorporated in the PK/PD model are un-

estricted to the cells themselves, as therapeutic benefits of cell-based

edicine are highly subjected to the functions of cell secretomes. In

articular, we propose the concept of ‘cell formulation’ which mirrors

he drug formulation in pharmaceutical industry, describing the pro-

ess in which therapeutic cells and other excipients (e.g., biomaterials

r bioactive factors) are combined to produce final cellular products

ith different forms. Therefore, a well-characterized cell formulation

n the prospect of pharmacology can facilitate the cell viability, hom-

ng/retention and cellular interactions by manipulating the cell proper-
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Fig. 1. Pharmacology of therapeutic cells in vivo can be potentially modulated by various cell engineering techniques. A. Current hurdles confronted by cellular 

therapeutics after delivery into the human body, which are closely associated with the lung barrier, immune responses, poor cell retention and insufficient cell 

homing to the target sites. B. The concept of cell formulation and the comparisons of PK and PD between conventional drugs and cellular therapeutics. C. A myriad 

of cell engineering approaches, including genetic engineering, preconditioning modification, biomaterial encapsulation, surface modification and cell assembly have 

been established as cell formulation technologies to improve cellular PK/PD by modulating the constituents of cellular products, thus facilitate their therapeutic 

effects from the prospect of cell viability, retention, homing and interactions. D. Perspectives to further augment the cell function and accelerate clinical translation 

by taking advantages of quantitative in vivo cell tracking and detection, novel in vitro and in vivo models and high-throughput screening. 
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ies, administration routes or other affiliated factors, thereby accelerate

heir clinical translation. 

ell engineering strategies as cell formulation technologies to 

mprove cell pharmacology 

In the quest to improve the pharmacology of therapeutic cells, novel

ell engineering approaches have been developed as cell formulation

echnologies to facilitate their therapeutic efficacy ( Fig. 1 C). 

enetic engineering 

Cells are genetically engineered to serve as producers and carriers

f biologics by harnessing the gene-editing tools such as CRISPR tech-

ology and viral/non-viral vectors. Genetic engineering expands the

herapeutic scope of cells by inducing the stable expression of poorly-

xpressed/non-native proteins with desired functions. Besides, control-

able expression of cytotoxic therapeutics at the target site with mini-

al deleterious effects to normal tissue is achieved by employing an in-

ucible promoter. Briefly, a mechano-responsive cell system was demon-

trated under the control of YAP/TAZ promoter, which exogenous pro-

rugs could be activated by sensing aberrant tissue stiffness in cancer

nd fibrotic diseases [2] . Another indispensable benefit of genetic en-

ineering includes the introduction of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)

nto the autologous T-cells, which present a promising approach in treat-

ng malignancies. Recently, genetic modification of CAR or other ther-

peutic genes is expanded into other immune cells (e.g., natural killer

ells, macrophages) to broaden their therapeutic abilities in combating

arious diseases beyond CAR T-cell-based treatment. 

reconditioning 

Preconditioning of cells encompasses the ex vivo treatment with

hemical and physical cues to augment the properties of cells against

namiable environments. Particularly, hypoxic priming up-regulates the

xpression of pro-survival factors HIF-1 𝛼 in therapeutic cells to as-

ist their adaption to the ischemia [1] . Likewise, treatment with in-

ammatory cytokines advocates the communication of mesenchymal

tem cells (MSCs) with immune system, thereby escapes immune cell-

ediated cytotoxicity and improves cellular survival. Adoptively trans-

erred macrophages can be pre-educated with stimulating factors to con-

ey appropriate phenotypes, concerning that macrophage polarization

s highly pliable regarding their external cues. In addition, it is pro-

ressively appreciated that cells response to mechanics of microenvi-

onment, indicating that the recapitulation of mechano-biology as a key

iological cue to govern the cellular PK/PD. As differentiation of stem

ells can be managed through myosin-II contractility and focal adhe-

ion, ex vivo culturing of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) on soft matri-

es mimic the marrow elasticity inhibits the contractile force and sig-

ificantly enriches functional HSCs, thus improving cell potency in vivo

3] . 

iomaterial encapsulation 

Biomaterial encapsulation provides an amenable armour to shield

he cells from mechanical shears and immune attack with tailorable in

itu mechanical properties (e.g., stiffness, pore size), thereby guarantee

 prolonged cell survival in vivo [1] . Macroencapsulation device is a

opular methodology in islet allograft transplantation with innovative

esignation focusing on biocompatibility, achieving immune escape,

nd maintaining sufficient nutrient availability. Besides, injectable 3D

orous gelatine microcyogels was developed as cell carriers to increase

he paracrine secretion and accumulation of the bioactive factors of the

ncapsulated-MSCs, thus creating a novel cell formulation in maintain-

ng propitious microniche for improved cell survival and therapeutic

fficacy [4] . Single-cell encapsulation with alginate microgels allowed
3 
ystemic administration of cells with extended half-life and biologics

ecretion, owing to the protection from shears and immune clearance

nd the higher surface area-to-volume ratio, respectively [5] . Moreover,

iomaterial-assisted immune cell delivery provides unprecedented syn-

rgies to maintain their long-term therapeutic potency. Macroporous

caffold functionalized with microparticles that release IL-15-IL-15R 𝛼

omplex and present costimulatory antibodies improved T-cell expan-

ion and egression into immunosuppressive tumour microenvironment,

esulting in reduced rate of metastatic relapse [6] . 

ell surface modification 

Modification of cell membrane functionality through functional moi-

ty impartment has been deciphered to enhance cell-cell interactions.

mong them, covalent conjugation is the most forthright method by

arnessing the naturally existed functional groups on cell surface. Con-

isely, functional peptides were bestowed onto the MSCs, inflamma-

ory endothelial cells (ECs) or immune cells whose membrane expresses

ransglutaminase 2 via enzyme-catalyzed crosslinking with the sur-

ace lysine residue, thus enhancing the cell targeting efficiency to in-

ured tissues [7] . Meanwhile, electrostatic interactions between the neg-

tively charged plasma membrane surfaces with cationic/anionic poly-

ers is extensively employed to shield the cells from shears and immune

esponses. Tethering the functional groups through spontaneous lipo-

ome fusion or hydrophobic insertion rewires the cell surface functions

hrough bio-orthogonal chemistry. Additionally, ‘cellular backpacks’ are

esigned to attach the cell surface and influence cell functions by tuning

heir physical properties and payloads. Briefly, IFN- 𝛾-loaded backpacks

ere attached to macrophage surfaces, demonstrating a favourable re-

ease of cytokines to maintain M1 phenotype and potentiate their anti-

umour responses [8] . 

ell assembly 

Bioengineered tissues which empower the direct implantation of

assive cells to the damaged organs has evolved to reconcile the major

mpediments of cell suspension injection. Cell sheet engineering harvests

he monolayer cells (2D) as contiguous stratum along with their depo-

ition of extracellular matrix (ECM) in temperature-responsive culture

ishes, thus emulating cell-cell and cell-ECM connections to optimize

ell integration in vivo. In vitro fabrication of EC co-cultured multilayer

ardiac cells (3D) with perfusable blood vessels facilitated cell vascu-

arization, which is a prerequisite for optimal cell survival [9] . Besides,

ells which self-coalesced into a 3D spheroid/organoid recapitulate the

ntricate morphology and physiological task of nature tissues. Concisely,

x vivo transplantation of cholangiocyte organoids in human liver paves

he way for the use of cell-based therapy to augment the graft function

nd regenerative capacity of bile duct [10] . 

erspectives 

Notwithstanding the foreknown strategies, innovative in vivo imag-

ng and quantitative detection methods are imperative in determining

he distribution, viability and functionalities of therapeutic cells, thus

ssessing their fate and therapeutic efficacy ( Fig. 1 D). Besides, charac-

erization of the modified cells with high-throughput screening can pro-

ide substantial clues in selecting optimal cell formulations. Moreover,

he employment of suitable in vitro and in vivo models can mimic human

ody response for systematic cellular PK/PD study in designated patho-

ogical conditions. Conclusively, improvement in PK/PD framework will

nable the production of manageable cell-based therapeutics with desir-

ble risk–benefit ratio, therefore hasten the progression of their clinical

ranslation. 
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